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Abstract 

This work prcscnts the results on numeric simuln- 
tion of partlclc loss and on the study of protection 
of superconducting magnets against irradiation during 
heam abort and localization of loss in the UNK. Using 
a system of local orbit distortions and movable colli- 
mators one may bring the rndiat ion heating of super- 
conducting dipoles down to N 0.1 mJ/g.pulse, when 

-1% of the intensity is lost at the 1st septum of the 
magnctlc deflector. This causes a raise in the coil 
temperature of not more than 0.2 K. 

1. Introduction 

A fr,lctlon of the beam lost in the UNK at vari- 
ous stages of the acceleration cycle may cause the 
superconc!uctlng magnets to operate in ionizing radla- 
t Ion fields. The most stringent situation related to 
the radiation heating of the superconducting magnets of 
the LJNK is expected to occur in the region of matched 
straight sc:ct~ons (MSS) 1 and 4. 

In our work WC trcnt the radiation heating of the 
supfrconductlng magnets caused by a beam loss in MSSI 
of the UNK and protection against their irradiation. 

The ma,)or sources of loss in MISS1 are the ele- 
ments of the system localizing loss during injection 
anti in the btxginning of the accclrration cycle as well 
as the scpta during huam dump onto the external absor- 
ber. The expcriencc in exploiting accelerators showed 
that during lnjectlon and in the beginning of the be- 
am accelcratlon a loss mayreach up to 10 and more per 
cent of the lntc>nslty inJecfod. In Ihis case loss dis- 
tributlon over the nachine azimuth is extremely non- 
uniform. Fairly simple estmates show that with the 
dcslgn parameters of the UNK beams a loss of even 7% 
of thr total Intensity may lead to a linear loss den- 
sity in the rung of :l.lOS-101~) p/m, which causes the 
r.,ri1arlon heating of the magnet coils by tens of drg- 
roes. The parameters of the UNX magnets are such that 
the c,st imatcd value of heating leading to rinacceptable 
stablllty violations of their operation IS--3 K du- 
ring in.jcctlon and-O. 1 K for the maximum beam energy. 

The system of loss locallzatlon allows one to in- 
tcrocpt protons left uncaptured into the bucket in 
the beg:lnnlng of the nccc>lerat ion cycle anti also to 
I‘or~n the transverse cmlttance and momentum spread of 
t hc br’nm. 

2. Protect ion of Accelerator Magnets Against 
I r I’ a tl 1 a t ion 

Flqurt’ I prcscnts the layout of the elements of 
th<, system ol loss localization in th<L 3d stage of the 
LTNK. Figure 2 shows Ihc amplitude and dispersion func- 
tlons ;it this sfctlon. A loss is intarcepicd separate- 
ly in thr horizontal and vertical planes. BeIorc the 
lwaim is injected from the 1st stage into the 3d one 
bump mngncts K-B7 pr~oduclng a local ot’blt distort ion 
in the vertical plant are switched on. 

Xhcn t~hc emit tancca 1s formed the beam edge is I’C- 
t i~ln~tl ncsar i IIF tungsten t argot T2 placed at the input 
port of absorber 52. Scattering in the target matter 
raises t ht, nmplltudc~ of bctntron oscillations of pro- 
tons and they rlri’ intcrccptwl onto the absorber. In 
t 1~~. cast’ oI’ loss loc‘~llzation in the horizontal plane 
t tic1 bcn~n ctlge 1s krpt close to the scattering target 

Fig. I. The section of MSSI for intercept and loss 
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Fig. 2. The layout of optics in MSSI of the 3d stage. 
The solid lines show the amplitude functions 
in the R and Z plants, the dashed lines show 
the dispersion function. 

Tl placed at the input port of septum magnet SMI. In 
the process of an increase m the amplitude of hetat- 
ran oscillations a fraction of the beam is intercep- 
ted into the apcrturo of SMI and extracted onto the 
external absorber. 

If a high dispersion, ‘? = -3.f) m, is produced 
where the septum is located, the protons having larg? 
momentum deviations at any amplitudes of betatron os- 
cillations hit the target and arc transfcSl~rc~ri further 
into the beam abort line. 

The secondary particles emitting fron the tar- 
gets , c~lcxtrostatic septa, from the ;ibsorbcr material 
as well as Ihr, protons acquiring a large increase of 
the amplitude ol bctatron oscillations as a result of 
interaction with the targets may bc lost in thr rcgu- 
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lar part of the machine during the 1st revolution. 
These particles are localized by a system of collima- 
tors Cl-Cl0 whose operatIona features are described 
in rcfs. j1,2,3]. 

Collimators Cl-C3 and C5, C6, C8 localize all 
secondary particles whose energy differs essentially 
from that of equilibrium protons. Collimators C6 and 
C9 localize protons having an inadmissibly large amp- 
litude of betatron oscillations which developed du- 
ring interaction with the localization system elements 
in the process of intercepting the loss in the R and 
Z planes, respectively. Collimator C9 placed in MSSI 
where the dispersion is y = Im, also intercepts the 
protons emitting from the elements of Tl, SMI and 
having a large momentum deviation. 

As to their operational features, the collima- 
tors can conditionally be broken into 3 classes: ccns- 
tant-aperture collimators (C3, C4, C8, CIO), those 
with an adjustable position of plates (Cl, C2) and 
those with plates varying their psition during the 
acceleration cycle (C5, C6, C7, C9). 

Figure 3 presents the distribution of loss den- 
sity in the ring part of the UNK which was computed 
using the code package MARTOR [4]. As was assumed, 
1% of the total intensity of protons having an inad- 
missibly large amplitude of betatron oscillations was 
localized in the horizontal and vertical planes and 
1% of the beam intensity having a momentum spread of 
*p/p= -6.10-3 was also localized. This situation is 
possible, for example, in the beginning of the accele- 
ration cycle for protons not captured into the acce- 
leratlon mode. As is seen from the figure, the maxi- 
rnllm loss in the LINK lattice does not exceed 10' p/m 
leading to the radiation heating of the magnet coils 
bydT+'O.lK. In the remaining part of the ring, the 
loss level does not exceed 104- IO5 p/m coinciding ap- 
proximately with that on a residual gas. With this 
loss, radiation heating is inessential. 
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Fig. 3. The loss distribution in the UNK ring tunnel 
during interception of 3% of the total inten- 
sity on the elements of the loss localization 
system. 

A similar situation is observed when localizing 
loss in the 2nd stage of the UNK. The scope of the 
protection measures (the number of collimators and 
bump magnets) is about the same as in the 3d stage. 

Another source of loss in MSSl is the elements 
of the beam abort from the UNK in the two directions. 
The mean frequency of triggering the beam abort sys- 
tem is supposed to be once per 10 acceleration cycles 
[5l. The most probable soui-"es of loss are electro- 
static extraction septa. The beam is transferred from 

the equilibrium orbit into the aperture of septum 
magnets with the help of kicker magnet to be furthor 
dumped onto the external absorber cvcr the beam abort 
line. A fraction of the beam may in this case hit the 
septum. The nuclear electromagnetic cascade develo- 
ping in the matter of the electrostatic septum is a 
source of secondary particles irradintlng the super- 
conducting magnets of the ring. This means that the 
situation is very similar to loss localization in 
the horizontal plane, Therefore it seems natural to 

assume that the protection measures against irradia- 
tion envisaged for operation of the loss localization 
system can also be applied for protection of the ring 
during beam abort. 

To intercept low-energy and neutral secondary 
particles use is made of the local distortion of the 
closed orbit produced by the warm deflecting bump 
magnets placed directly behind the septum magnet and 
also of 3 collimators Cl-C3 (see fig. I). Since beam 
abort may be possible at any instant of the accelera- 
tion cycle, the local orbit distortion is maintained 
constantly up to 3000 GeV. As in the case of operati- 
on of the loss localization system, collimators C7, 
C9 (see fig. 7) make it possible to intercept high- 
energy protons leaving the electrostatic septa. The 
operational principle of these collimators 1s treated 
in detail in refs. [l-31. According to the calcula- 
tions, when the plates of the movable collimators C7 
C9 are placed at a distance of 5-7 mm from the edge 
of the circulating beam the loss level in the UNK 
will not exceed 106 p/m if 1% of the total beam in- 
tensity interacts with the electrostatic septum. In 
this case, the heating of the ring dipoles will not 
exceed 0.3 K. Therefore the superconducting magnets 
of the ring are protected without introducing addi- 
tional collimators into MSSI. 

3. Protection of the Beam Abort Line Magnets 

The beam abort line consists of superconducting 
quadrupoles and dipoles. Figure 4 shows the layout 
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Fig. 4 The layout of the superconducting elements 
and protection collimators in the head part 
of the beam abort line from the 2nd stage of 
the IJNK. The figures denote the loss on the 
collimators during interaction of 1% of the 
total intensity with the electrostatic sep- 
tum SMI. 
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of the protection collimators in the head part of the 
hc~nm abort llnc from the 2nd stage of the Uh'K. The 
menning of the notations is as follows: $1-68 - su- 
pc~rconduct~ng quadrupole lenses, II - superconducting 
CllPOlCS, Cl-Cl0 - collimators. This figure also shows 
the dimensions of the region occupied by the beam 
c,xtracted onto the extcmal absorber in the vertical 
and horizontal planes. The arrows show the transverse 
positlon of the collimator plates. The lower part of 
the figure presents the data on the proton loss on 
the collimators when 6.1012 protons hit the clectro- 
static septum. As is seen from this figure, the su- 
perconducting elements are irradiated mainly by sc- 
condary radiation coming from the body of the colli- 
mators. 

Septum magnets SMI, SM2 and collimators Cl-C4 
play the role of bump magnets for the local orbit 
distortion and system of collimators for interception 
of low-energy partlclcs in the beam abort line. Col- 
limators C5, C7, C8 arc used to intercept high-energy 
protons emitting from the matter of electrostatic 
septa Into the aperture of the beam line. 

4. Conclusions 

To conclude, It is worth noting that the elabo- 
rated meilstires of protecting the superconducting co- 
ils of the 2nd and 3d stages allow one to ensure the 
operational cnpnbllity of the magnets and lenses du- 
ring loss locallzntlon up to a few per cent of the 
dcsl~n intensity at injection energy and also during 
beam dump onto thr external absorber within the whole 
UNK cycle. 
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